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Abstract

Multi-task learning has recently become a promising so-
lution for comprehensive understanding of complex scenes.
With an appropriate design, multi-task models can not only
be memory-efficient but also favour the exchange of com-
plementary signals across tasks. In this work, we jointly ad-
dress 2D semantic segmentation, and two geometry-related
tasks, namely dense depth, surface normal estimation as
well as edge estimation showing their benefit on several
datasets. We propose a novel multi-task learning archi-
tecture that exploits pair-wise cross-task exchange through
correlation-guided attention and self-attention to enhance
the average representation learning for all tasks. We con-
duct extensive experiments on three multi-task setups, show-
ing the benefit of our proposal in comparison to competi-
tive baselines in both synthetic and real benchmarks. We
also extend our method to the novel multi-task unsuper-
vised domain adaptation setting. Our code is available at
https://github.com/cv-rits/DenseMTL

1. Introduction
Recent advances in deep neural network architec-

tures [12, 14] and efficient optimization techniques [1, 16]
constantly set higher accuracy in scene understanding tasks,
demonstrating great potentials for autonomous applications.
Nevertheless, the majority of the literature focuses on push-
ing performance of single-tasks, being either semantic tasks
like segmentation [4, 13] and detection [32], or geometrical
tasks like depth/normal estimation [19, 10]. Very few have
paid attention to a more comprehensive objective of joint
semantics and geometry understanding, while in practice,
this is desirable in critical applications such as robotics and
autonomous driving. In those systems, we would expect to
have cooperative synergies among all tasks, i.e. tasks should
be processed together in one unified system rather than sep-
arately. Arguably, promoting such synergies could bring
mutual benefit to all tasks involved. For example, disruptive
changes in depth maps may signal semantic boundaries in
segmentation maps; while pixels of some semantic classes,

Figure 1: Overview of our MTL framework. The three
tasks semantic Segmentation, Depth regression and Normal
estimation share an encoder E. The task-specific decoders
S, D and N exchange information in the “multi-Task Ex-
change Block” (mTEB) via an attention-based mechanism,
resulting in refined features to produce final predictions.

like “road”, may share similar surface normals.
To this end, multi-task learning (MTL) [3, 17, 26] has

become a promising solution as it seeks to learn a uni-
fied model that excels in average on all tasks. A common
MTL design is to have a large amount of parameters shared
among tasks while keeping certain private parameters for
individual ones; information is exchanged via shared pa-
rameters, making possible the synergy flow. Some recent
works [2, 27, 33] focus on new multi-modal modules that
boost tasks interactions. One important advantage of such
MTL models is memory-efficiency thanks to the shared
parts. In this work, we adopt the same principle and design
our model with shared encoder and dedicated task decoders.

Recent MTL approaches come with different solutions to
improve the information exchanged or distilled across tasks,
often known as multi-modal distillation. PAD-Net [33]
and MTI-Net [27] have proven the effectiveness of self-
attention [29] for MTL, i.e. a mechanism to self-discover
most attentive signals of each task-specific feature for the
other tasks. Differently, ATRC [2] advocates to better look
at pair-wise task similarity to guide multi-modal distillation.
We partially follow the same direction as in ATRC with our
correlation-guided attention, in which we use correlations
between task-specific features to guide the construction of
exchanged messages. Further, we propose an unified mech-
anism that combines two different attentions, correlation-
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guided attention and self-attention, via a learnable channel-
wise weighting scheme.

In summary, we propose a novel multi-modal distillation
design for MTL, relying on pair-wise cross-task attentions
mechanisms (coined xTAM, Section 3.1) combined into a
multi-task exchange block (coined mTEB, Section 3.2.1).
We address three critical tasks for outdoor scene under-
standing: semantic segmentation, dense depth estimation
and surface normal estimation. In extensive experiments on
multiple benchmarks, our proposed framework outperforms
competitive MTL baselines (Section 4.2). With our new
multi-task module, we also report improvement in seman-
tic segmentation on Cityscapes where self-supervised depth
plays as the auxiliary task [13]. Empirically, we showcase
the merit of our proposed multi-task exchange in a new set-
ting of MTL unsupervised domain adaptation (MTL-UDA,
Section 4.5), outperforming all baselines.

2. Related Work
Multi-task learning. In the early days of neural networks,
Caruana [3] introduces the idea of multi-task learning with
hard parameter sharing, i.e. some parameters are shared
between all tasks, some are dedicated to separate tasks.
In the same spirit, UberNet [17] features a deep architec-
ture to jointly address a large number of low-, mid- and
high-level tasks. Zamir et al. [36] conduct a large-scale
study with 26 tasks on four million images of indoor scenes,
studying the dependencies and transferabilities across tasks.
While those seminal works show great potential of multi-
task learning, they do note a few challenges, most no-
tably the negative transfer phenomenon that degrades per-
formance of certain tasks when learned jointly [17, 15].
Some works [15, 5] reason that negative transfer is due
to the imbalance of multi-task losses and introduce mech-
anisms to subsequently weight these individual loss terms.
Kendall et al. [15] propose to weight multiple losses by esti-
mating the homoscedastic uncertainty of each task. Chen et
al. [5] introduce GradNorm, an algorithm that helps dy-
namically tuning gradient magnitudes such that the learning
pace of different tasks are balanced. Differently, Sener and
Koltun [24] cast multi-task learning as multi-objective opti-
mization where the goal is to find Pareto-optimal solutions.
Cross-task mechanisms. Closer to our work are methods
focusing on improving exchange or distillation across
tasks [33, 37, 27, 2]; the main idea is that each task could
benefit from different yet complementary signals from the
others. Inspired from the success of visual attention in per-
ception tasks [34, 29, 8], PAD-Net [33] uses an attention
mechanism to distill information across multi-modal fea-
tures. In MTI-Net [27], Vandenhende et al. extend PAD-
Net with a multi-scale solution to better distill multi-modal
information. Zhang et al. [37] propose to aggregate affinity
maps of all tasks, which is then “diffused” to refine task-

specific features. PSD [38] mines and propagates patch-
wise affinities via graphlets, instead we model the interac-
tions with attention mechanisms. Bruggemann et al. [2] in-
troduce ATRC to enhance multi-modal distillation with four
relational context types based on different types and levels
of attention. Similar to ATRC, our method also exploits
pairwise task similarity to refine task-specific features. Dif-
ferently though, we advocate to combine the pairwise sim-
ilarity with cross-task self-attention via a learnable weight-
ing scheme to learn the refined residuals that complement
the original task-specific features.

Recent efforts seek for label-efficient learning paradigms
to train models for urban scene understanding. Tosi et
al. [26] introduces real-time multi-task network based
on knowledge distillation and self-supervision training.
Hoyer et al. [13] propose a novel architecture and differ-
ent strategies to improve semantic segmentation with self-
supervised monocular depth estimation. One finding in [13]
is that the MTL module of PAD-Net [33] complements
other self-supervised strategies and further improve seg-
mentation performance. On this regard, we study the effect
brought by our proposed module in this particular setup.

3. Method

In multi-task learning, the aim is to optimize a set of n
tasks: i P tT1, ..., Tnu while seeking a general good perfor-
mance – as opposed to favoring a single task. Our model
takes an input image and makes n predictions. Generally,
this is achieved with a shared encoder and separate task-
specific decoders. Here, we introduce a novel mechanism
that enhances cross-task talks via features exchange, build-
ing on the intuition that each decoder discovers unique but
complementary features due to its separate supervision [36].

We formulate in Section 3.1 a bidirectional cross-Task
Attention Mechanism module, coined xTAM, taking as in-
put a pair of task-specific features and returning two direc-
tional features. We then present in Section 3.2 our complete
MTL framework for scene understanding that encompasses
our multi-Task Exchange Block (mTEB, see Fig. 1).

3.1. xTAM: Bidirectional Cross-Task Attention
Mechanism

Building upon recent works demonstrating task interac-
tions [25], our module seeks to capture the shared pair-
wise task knowledge while preserving their exclusive (non-
shared) knowledge. Our intuition is that we can exploit
features from pairs of tasks denoted pi, jq and self-discover
the interactions from their correlation matrices for either di-
rectional interaction: i � j and j � i. Fig. 2 illustrates
our xTAM component which distils the knowledge between
tasks, taking as input the task features pfi, fjq and returning
the directional features for the other task, i.e. pfj�i, fi�jq.
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Figure 2: Bidirectional Cross-task Attention (xTAM). We enable information flow between task pairs (i, j) via the discov-
ery of directional features, fj�i and fi�j . Only xTAMj�i is detailed here. It relies on two attention mechanisms. First, a
correlation-guided attention (green) to output xtaskj�i, the features from task j contributing to task i. Second, a self-attention
(purple) to discover complementary signal selfj�i from j. Best viewed in color.

For ease of speech we describe the directional xTAMj�i

where task j helps task i, but emphasize that xTAM being
bidirectional, is made of both xTAMj�i and xTAMi�j .

3.1.1 Directional cross-task attention (xTAMj�i).

Considering here i as our primary task, and j as the sec-
ondary, we seek to estimate the features from task j that can
contribute to i. We leverage two cross-task attentions: (i) a
correlation-guided attention which goal is to exploit cross-
task spatial correlations to guide the extraction of contribut-
ing features of the secondary task to the primary task, and
(ii) a self-attention on the secondary task to self-discover
complementary signals which are beneficial for the primary
task. Visualizations of the two attentions are colored in
green and purple in Fig. 2, respectively. Note that each at-
tention contributes differently to the primary task i relying
either on identification of shared j and i knowledge or on
exclusive j knowledge. We use 1x1 convolutional layers
(gray blocks in Fig. 2) for dimension compatibility.
Correlation-guided attention. To guide features, we rely
on spatial correlations of task features (green blocks in
Fig. 2). In practice, we project downscaled fi and fj fea-
tures onto d-dimensional sub-spaces as in [29] such that
K “ PQpÓsfiq, Q “ PKpÓs2fjq, having Ós the downscale
operator with s the scale factor, and PQ, PK separate 1x1
convolutions. The spatial-correlation matrix Cj�i is then
obtained by applying a softmax on the matrix multiplica-
tion KT ˆ Q and normalizing with

?
d:

Cj�i “ softmax
ˆ

KT ˆ Q
?
d

˙

. (1)

where d is the feature size [29]. Intuitively, Cj�i has high
values where features from i and j are highly correlated
and low values otherwise, which we use to weight features
from fj . Subsequently, we obtain our correlation-guided

attention features xtaskj�i by multiplying the correlation
matrix Cj�i with the projected j features:

xtaskj�i “Òs pV ˆ Cj�iq , (2)
with V “ PV pÓs2fjq, PV the 1x1 projection, and Òs the
upsample operator.
Self-attention. We additionally employ a spatial attention
[33] which we denote as ‘self-attention’ to contrast with the
above which takes pairs of differing tasks. Instead the fol-
lowing mechanism (purple blocks in Fig. 2) takes features
from j alone and aims to extract private information from
fj that are relevant for predicting task i:

selfj�i “ Ff pfjq d σpFmpfjqq , (3)
being our self-attention features. Where d is the element-
wise multiplication, and σ the sigmoid function. Both Ff

and Fm are convolutional layers which are supervised by
the target task i to learn to extract relevant information from
features fj . The self-attention features selfj�i is defined as
the point-wise multiplication between the features coming
from Ff and the dynamic mask provided by Fm.
Directional feature. To construct the final directional fea-
tures fj�i for the j � i interaction, the two attention based
feature maps are combined as:

fj�i “ rdiagpα1, ..., αcq ˆ xtaskj�i , selfj�is, (4)
where r., .s is the channel-wise concatenation operation, and
α1..c are learnable scalars used to weight the c channels
of xtaskj�i. All α1..c are initialized with 0; learning will
adaptively adjust the per-channel weighting. Intuitively,
cross-task exchange first starts with self-attention only, then
gradually adjusts the α1..c values to include some contri-
bution from the correlation-guided attention. This initial-
ization strategy is important to stabilize training, especially
here where we combine different types of attention.

Overall, the bidirectional xTAM block is made up of two
directional blocks, xTAMj�i and xTAMi�j ; it outputs both
fj�i and fi�j for each pi, jq task pair.
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3.1.2 Discussion.

Our xTAM design is different from existing multi-modal
distillation modules [33, 27, 2]. While PAD-Net [33]
and MTI-Net [27] only consider cross-task self-attention
to distill multi-modal information, ATRC [2] models pair-
wise task similarity, which shares a similar spirit to our
correlation-guided attention. Different to those, our xTAM
learns to adaptively combine cross-task self-attention and
correlation-guided attention using a learnable weighting
scheme. Of note, adopting the multi-scale strategy of MTI-
Net [27] or having other pair-wise modules of ATRC [2]
is orthogonal to our xTAM. There might be potential im-
provements by systematically combining those strategies
with xTAM. However, we focus here on giving an exten-
sive study of xTAM design and applications; we leave such
combinations for future investigation.

3.2. Multi-task Learning Framework.

Figure 3: Our cross-task MTL framework. We jointly
predict semantic segmentation (S, blue), depth (D, orange)
and surface normal (N , green). All tasks share encoder (E)
and have dedicated decoders (shown as trapezoids). Our
cross-task attention module is inserted within a “multi-Task
Exchange Block” (mTEB) (Section 3.2.1) that takes task-
specific features as inputs and returns refined features of the
same kinds. Here, three xTAM modules are used to ex-
tract pairs of directional features, where each represents the
complementary signal from one task to another, e.g. fD�S

encapsulates depth information (D) extracted to improve
the segmentation task (S). Multi-modal directional features
are combined in the square blocks, resulting in multi-modal
residuals for refinement. Task specific losses (shown in red)
are applied before and after our mTEB.

We focus on semantic and geometrical estimation tasks
as they are critical for scene understanding especially out-
door environments. Fig. 3 overviews our MTL framework
having a unique encoder E and illustrates the interactions
taking place between the three different task decoders (S,
D and N ) in a three-task setup: T “ tSegmentation,

Depth,Normalu. We first describe our “multi-Task Ex-
change Block” (mTEB) and then go over our training setup.

3.2.1 multi-Task Exchange Block (mTEB).

Our block can be inserted at any stage in the decoder, tak-
ing input task-specific features as inputs, here pfS , fD, fN q,
and outputting refined features, here pf̃S , f̃D, f̃N q. The
block consists of one bidirectional xTAM module (Sec-
tion 3.1) per task pair, each returning two directional fea-
tures which are fused to the input task features. Considering
i to be the primary task, we concatenate the n´1 directional
features fj�i|jPT ztiu, contributing towards task i, along the
channel dimension. The concatenated feature map is then
processed with F�i (depicted as square blocks in Fig. 3):
a 1x1 convolution followed by a batch-normalization [14]
and ReLU activation. Projected features are then fused with
the main task base features, fi, via an element-wise addition
denoted

À

, leading to the final refined features f̃i:
f̃i “ fi

à

F�i

`

rfj�i|jPT ztius
˘

, (5)
where r...s is the channel-wise concatenation operation. In-
tuitively, the xTAM directional features are combined in
F�i to constitute multi-modal residuals that complement
original features fi. By design, the refined features have
same dimensions than the input task-specific features.

Although it is possible to insert a mTEB at several levels
in the decoder. We show experimentally that the overall best
choice is to have a single block before the last layer.

3.2.2 Training.

To train our framework, we use a multi-scale multi-task ob-
jective defined as a linear combination of the task losses
applied at two or more stages of the decoder: before any
mTEB, and on the full resolution output. Although we do
not explicitly introduce losses to encourage cross-task dis-
tillation, this is made possible implicitly by the design of
xTAM and mTEB. More details in the supplementary.

4. Experiments
We present results and ablation studies of our proposed

framework. While the dense multi-task learning literature
lacks a unified setup for benchmarking, we strive to be com-
prehensive in our evaluation by including 4 tasks combined
into 3 tasks sets, and evaluate on 4 datasets with 4 baselines
– each requiring individual retraining. Section 4.1 describes
our experimental and multi-task setup.

The evaluation of our contributions is threefold. First,
in Section 4.2 our MTL proposal is evaluated on three task
sets: ‘S-D’ (segmentation + depth), ‘S-D-N ’ (+ normals),
and ‘S-D-N -E’ (+ edges). In Section 4.3, we ablate the po-
sition and choice of fusion in mTEB and alternative designs
for the correlation-guided attention in xTAM.
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Second, in Section 4.4 we demonstrate the ability of our
multi-task strategy to maximize semantic segmentation per-
formance when learning self-supervised depth regression.

Third, in Section 4.5 we further extend and evaluate our
framework for MTL unsupervised domain adaptation.

4.1. Experimental setup

4.1.1 Common setup.

Datasets. We leverage two synthetic and two real
datasets: VKITTI2 [9], Synthia [22], Cityscapes [6], and
NYUDv2 [20]. In Cityscapes, we use depth from stereo via
semi-global matching. Surface normals labels are estimated
from depth maps following [35]. Lastly, NYUDv2 provides
ground-truth semantic edge maps which we use for super-
vision. We train semantic segmentation on 14 classes on
VKITTI2, 40 classes on NYUDv2, and 16 classes on Syn-
thia and Cityscapes. In VKITTI2 and Synthia, we perform
a random 80/20 split. On Cityscapes and NYUDv2, we
use the official splits and load the images at 1024ˆ512 and
576ˆ448, respectively. They are scaled to 1024ˆ320 on
VKITTI2 and 1024ˆ512 on Synthia.
Baselines. We follow the recent survey [28] and com-
pare our performance against single task learning net-
works (STL), where each task is predicted separately by a
dedicated networks, and a naive multi-task learning baseline
(MTL) using a shared encoder and task-specific decoders.
PAD-Net [33] is a more competitive baseline than MTL.
We address two variants of PAD-Net: (i) the original model
used in [33] and (ii) a stronger model introduced in [13]
(‘3-waysPAD-Net’). Seeking fair comparison, note that we ap-
plied a substantial experimental effort by best retraining and
adapting each baseline to our setups. Details are in the supp.
Architecture. All networks have a shared ResNet-101 [12]
encoder initialized with ImageNet [7], and a suitable num-
ber of decoders depending on the task set. Decoders for
STL, MTL and PAD-Net baselines are from the survey [28].
While we stick to [13] for 3-waysPAD-Net and our model, us-
ing an Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling [4] followed by four
upsampling blocks with skip connections [21].
Training details. We train all models for 40k iterations, set
gradient norm clipping to 10 and reduce the learning rates
by 0.1 at 30k steps as in [13]. We train our MTL models
with the Adam optimizer [16] with β1 “ 0.9 and β2 “ 0.98;
learning rate is set to 2.0e´4 for the backbone, and 3.0e´4
for all decoders. In other models, we use the SGD opti-
mizer, setting the learning rates of the backbone and de-
coders to 1.0e´3 and 1.0e´2, respectively, as in [13]. We
use momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 5.0e´4.
We report the mean and standard deviation over three runs.
Supervision. We use the cross-entropy for semantic seg-
mentation LS and edge estimation LE [2]. The berHu loss
[18] is applied on inverse normalized values for depth re-
gression as LDpd̂q “ berHupdfar{d̂, dfar{dq. To super-

vise surface normals training, we use the approach of [11]:
LN pn̂q “ 1 ´ cospn̂, nq, which computes the cosine be-
tween the estimated n̂ and ground-truth n normal vectors as
cospn̂, nq “ n̂ ¨ n{∥n̂∥∥n∥. Losses are weighted using our
task balancing strategy.
Single-task metrics. We report a standard metric for each
task: the mean intersection over union (mIoU) for semantic
segmentation, the root mean square error in meters (RMSE)
for depth regression, the mean error in degrees (mErr) for
surface normals estimation, and the F1-score (F1) for se-
mantic edge estimation.

4.1.2 Multi-task setup.

Task balancing. We observe that tasks loss weighting
heavily impacts the performance of multi-task models simi-
larly to [28], though we also notice that weights vary pri-
marily with the loss functions and their interaction, and
much less on the data or model. This is fairly reason-
able knowing gradients scale with the loss term magni-
tude. Hence, as in [28] we applied grid-search for each
unique task set, and use the same optimal set of weight for
all methods. For T“tS,Du we obtain twS“50, wD“1u,
for T“tS,D,Nu we get twS“100, wD“1, wN“100u, and
choose for T“tS,D,N,Eu, twS“100, wD“1, wN“100,
wE“50u. Importantly, this search is done on the MTL base-
line ensuring we do not favor our method in any way.
MTL metrics. Again, our goal is to improve the over-
all performance of the model over a set of tasks T , which
we measure using the delta metric of [28] written ∆T.
The latter measures the relative performance of a given
multi-task model compared to the performance of ded-
icated Single Task Learning (STL) models: ∆Tpfq “

1{n
ř

iPT p´1qgipmi ´ biq{bi, where mi and bi are the met-
rics on task i of the model f and STL model, respectively,
and gi is the metric direction of improvement, i.e. gi“0
when higher is better, and gi“1 when lower is better.

4.2. Main results

Table 1 (outdoor) and Table 2 (indoor) report our main
experiments on 4 datasets, and 3 multi-task setups: ‘S-D’,
‘S-D-N ’ and ‘S-D-N -E’. In almost all setups our cross-
task attention mechanism outperforms the baselines.

From Table 1, on the synthetic Synthia data with perfect
segmentation and depth labels, our model outperforms all
baselines by large margins of up to `5.69∆SD in ‘S-D’ and
up to `5.75∆SDN in ‘S-D-N ’. In real Cityscapes data, hav-
ing stereo depth pseudo labels, our model is outperformed
by 3-waysPAD-Net, only in the ‘S-D’ setup, and outperforms
3-waysPAD-Net in ‘S-D-N ’. The improvements of PAD-Net
over MTL baselines confirm the benefit of self-attention
mechanism [33]. Revisiting the “3-ways” architecture in-
troduced in [13] in a different context of multi-task learning,
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we observe a significant leap in performance of 3-waysPAD-Net

over PAD-Net; the two models are only different in decoder
design. This shows the importance of decoder in MTL.
Furthermore, the best overall performance (i.e. delta met-
rics) coincides with the best individual task performances,
which shows the benefit of handling multiple tasks together.
It is striking to look at the ‘S-D-N ’ setup, where we also ac-
count for the rarely studied normal estimation task. In addi-
tion to the ∆SDNpfSDNq metric, we report a partial delta mea-
surement ∆SDpfSDNq. This allows us to compare fSD to fSDN,
respectively, the ‘S-D’ and ‘S-D-N ’ models considering
normal estimation as an auxiliary task. We record a gap
of up to +3.23 points between ∆SDpfSDNq and ∆SDpfSDq,
showing the benefit of injecting additional geometrical cues
in the form of surface normals to help the other two tasks.
We note that Ours follows this same observation, having
∆SDpfSDq ă ∆SDpfSDNq across all datasets.

In Table 2 we report indoor results on NYUDv2, which
has additional Edge labels, and thus reporting ‘S-D’,
‘S-D-N ’, and the newly formed ‘S-D-N -E’. Our method
outperforms all baselines in the 3 task sets. The partial delta
metrics ∆SDNpfSDq and ∆SDNpfSDNEq underline the advan-
tage of normals and edges estimation, respectively. Using
edge information for ‘Ours’ not only improved the partial
∆SDN in ‘S-D-N -E’ compared to ‘S-D-N ’ (i.e., +7.52 vs
+6.49) but also led to better individual S/D/N metrics. This
shows our framework benefits from additional cues for bet-
ter scene understanding.

Figure 4 shows qualitative results on the Cityscapes
dataset. This is noticeable when looking at thin elements
(e.g. pedestrians, bicycles, etc.) and object contours. The
visuals are in fair agreement with the quantitative analysis.
More results are in the supplementary.

4.3. Ablation studies

We report ablations of our cross-task distillation module
on the VKITTI2 dataset on both the ‘S-D’ and ‘S-D-N ’
setups. We evaluate our method using different combina-
tions of our module, varying the position and number of ex-
change blocks (Table 3), changing the type of fusion used
(Table 4a), or the type of attention used (Table 4b).
Multi-task exchange. In Table 3 we report variations of
our MTL framework with mTEB (cf. Section 3.2.1) posi-
tioned at different scales in the decoders, where scale s is
the number of downsamplings from input resolution. We
observe that with a single block (upper part, Table 3), the
∆SD and ∆SDN metrics are lower if the block is placed early
in the decoder (i.e. scale 4) as opposed to being later in the
decoder (i.e. scale 1). This follows the intuition that late
features are more task-specific, thus better appropriate for
cross-task distillation. Using several blocks (lower part, Ta-
ble 3) was shown marginally beneficial, and at a cost of
significantly more parameters (‘Param.’ column).

Multi-task features fusion. Considering a single mTEB
at scale 1, we replace the original add fusion operator in
Eq. (5) with either a concatenation or a product and re-
port results in Table 4a showing that this choice impacts
the overall delta metric. We notice that the gap differs on
other datasets though ‘add’ and ‘prod’ remain always best.
Correlation-guided attention. While our original xTAM
design (cf. Section 3.1) uses spatial attention with Eq. (1)
for cross-task correlation-guided exchange, other practices
exist in the literature [27]. Hence, in Table 4b we replace
our choice of attention in Eq. (1) using either spatial atten-
tion, channel attention, or both. Results show that channel
attentions or both are less efficient here, and come at higher
implementation complexity.
In the supplementary material, we show it is preferred to
combine correlation-guided attention and self-attention in
xTAM in order to reach best performances.

4.4. MTL for segmentation

We now evaluate our multi-task strategy by focusing
on semantic segmentation – often seen as a core task for
scene analysis. In Table 5, we report performance train-
ing with two tasks (semantics+depth) on ‘Cityscapes SDE’
where unlike prior results we use Self-supervised monoc-
ular Depth Estimation (SDE) with Monodepth2 [10], as in
“3-ways” [13]. In the latter, a proposed strategy is to use
the multi-task module of PAD-Net (“3-waysPAD-Net” in Ta-
ble 5). We proceed similarly but replacing the above module
with our mTEB (hereafter, “3-waysmTEB”). We refer to [13]
and the supplementary for in-depth technical details. Note
that neither “3-waysPAD-Net” nor “3-waysmTEB”use the strate-
gies of “3-ways” like data augmentation and selection for
annotation. Still, Table 5 shows that using our module, i.e.
3-waysmTEB, achieves best results (`3.20 mIoU). This shows
the increased benefit of our multi-task module.

4.5. MTL for UDA

Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) is the line of re-
search dealing with distribution shifts between the source
domain, in which we have labeled data, and the target do-
main, in which only unlabeled data is available for training.
Here, we extend our experiments to the novel MTL Unsu-
pervised Domain Adaptation setup (MTL-UDA) where the
goal is to perform well in average on all tasks in the tar-
get domain. We argue that task exchange is beneficial for
MTL-UDA since semantic- and geometry-related tasks ex-
hibit different behaviors and sensitivities to the shift of do-
main, and are shown to be complementary.

We leverage typical synthetic to real scenarios:
SynthiaÞÑCityscapes and VKITTI2ÞÑCityscapes, reporting
results on the ‘S-D’ set. While semantic segmentation is
degraded due to the shifts in colors, depth estimation is
more affected by changes in scene composition and sensors.
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Methods

‘S-D’ ‘S-D-N ’
Semseg Ò Depth Ó Delta Ò Semseg Ò Depth Ó Delta Ò Normals Ó Delta Ò

mIoU % RMSE m ∆SD % mIoU % RMSE m ∆SD % mErr. ° ∆SDN %
Sy

nt
hi

a

STL [28] 67.43 ˘0.15 5.379 ˘0.055
ë

idem idem
ë

19.61 ˘0.12
ë

MTL [28] 69.83 ˘0.25 5.166 ˘0.063 +03.76 ˘0.77 71.27 ˘0.21 5.108 ˘0.076 +05.37 ˘0.83 18.51 ˘0.10 +05.45 ˘0.72

PAD-Net [33] 70.87 ˘0.15 4.917 ˘0.014 +06.85 ˘0.24 72.27 ˘0.25 4.949 ˘0.072 +07.58 ˘0.56 19.28 ˘0.09 +05.62 ˘0.43

3-waysPAD-Net [13] 77.50 ˘0.17 4.289 ˘0.028 +17.60 ˘0.13 79.93 ˘0.5 4.218 ˘0.082 +20.06 ˘0.92 15.54 ˘0.14 +20.29 ˘0.84

Ours 80.53 ˘0.43 4.161 ˘0.022 +21.04 ˘0.52 82.99 ˘0.38 4.056 ˘0.076 +23.83 ˘0.98 14.30 ˘0.15 +24.92 ˘0.87

V
K

IT
T

I2

STL [28] 84.53 ˘0.06 5.720 ˘0.027
ë

idem idem
ë

23.14 ˘0.68
ë

MTL [28] 87.73 ˘0.12 5.720 ˘0.029 +01.89 ˘0.21 87.83 ˘0.21 5.714 ˘0.033 +02.00 ˘0.27 22.30 ˘0.68 +02.54 ˘0.80

PAD-Net [33] 88.43 ˘0.12 5.571 ˘0.058 +03.63 ˘0.45 88.67 ˘0.15 5.543 ˘0.043 +04.09 ˘0.29 22.16 ˘0.70 +04.09 ˘0.83

3-waysPAD-Net [13] 96.13 ˘0.15 4.013 ˘0.051 +21.78 ˘0.54 96.87 ˘0.06 3.756 ˘0.013 +24.46 ˘0.14 15.54 ˘0.56 +27.25 ˘0.90

Ours 97.00 ˘0.10 3.423 ˘0.025 +27.47 ˘0.16 97.53 ˘0.06 3.089 ˘0.006 +30.70 ˘0.05 14.44 ˘0.52 +33.00 ˘0.73

C
ity

sc
ap

es

STL [28] 67.93 ˘0.06 6.622 ˘0.020
ë

idem idem
ë

44.10 ˘0.01
ë

MTL [28] 70.43 ˘0.12 6.797 ˘0.520 +00.52 ˘0.32 70.93 ˘0.15 6.736 ˘0.023 +01.34 ˘0.28 43.60 ˘0.01 +01.30 ˘0.18

PAD-Net [33] 70.23 ˘0.25 6.777 ˘0.010 +00.52 ˘0.27 70.67 ˘0.06 6.755 ˘0.018 +01.00 ˘0.17 43.52 ˘0.00 +01.12 ˘0.11

3-waysPAD-Net [13] 75.00 ˘0.10 6.528 ˘0.063 +05.91 ˘0.44 75.50 ˘0.10 6.491 ˘0.081 +06.56 ˘0.61 41.84 ˘0.05 +06.09 ˘0.37

Ours 74.95 ˘0.10 6.649 ˘0.003 +04.96 ˘0.08 76.08 ˘0.14 6.407 ˘0.013 +07.61 ˘0.04 40.05 ˘0.33 +08.15 ˘0.22

Table 1: MTL performance on two sets. We report individual task metrics but seek best overall performance measured by ∆SD and ∆SDN, computed
w.r.t. “STL”. Except for ‘S-D’ on Cityscapes where we are second, we outperform significantly the baselines on all delta metrics. We also report ∆SD in
‘S-D-N ’ for direct comparison with ‘S-D’. Notice ∆SDpfSDNq ą ∆SDpfSDq across methods highlighting the importance of surface normals estimation.
We highlight best and 2nd best.

‘S-D’ ‘S-D-N ’ ‘S-D-N -E’
Methods Semseg Ò Depth Ó Delta Ò Semseg Ò Depth Ó Delta Ò Normals Ó Delta Ò Semseg Ò Depth Ó Normals Ó Delta Ò Edges Ò Delta Ò

mIoU % RMSE m ∆SD % mIoU % RMSE m ∆SD % mErr. ° ∆SDN % mIoU % RMSE m mErr. ° ∆SDN % F1 % ∆SDNE %

STL [28] 38.70 ˘0.10 0.635 ˘0.013

ë
idem idem

ë
36.90 ˘0.26

ë
idem idem idem

ë
54.90 ˘0.00

ë

MTL [28] 39.44 ˘0.34 0.638 ˘0.004 +1.63 ˘0.37 39.90 ˘0.41 0.642 ˘0.003 +1.89 ˘0.67 36.07 ˘0.09 +1.76 ˘0.53 39.70 ˘0.35 0.636 ˘0.001 36.10 ˘0.12 +1.88 ˘0.33 55.11 ˘0.15 +1.50 ˘0.20

PAD-Net [33] 35.30 ˘0.84 0.659 ˘0.004 -5.36 ˘0.83 36.14 ˘0.30 0.660 ˘0.006 -4.32 ˘0.68 36.72 ˘0.08 -2.97 ˘0.43 36.19 ˘0.24 0.662 ˘0.005 36.58 ˘0.06 -2.92 ˘0.37 54.79 ˘0.07 -2.24 ˘0.26

3-waysPAD-Net [13] 39.47 ˘0.16 0.622 ˘0.001 +2.90 ˘0.23 40.28 ˘0.30 0.619 ˘0.004 +4.16 ˘0.50 35.35 ˘0.09 +3.93 ˘0.27 40.16 ˘0.28 0.614 ˘0.010 35.25 ˘0.09 +4.14 ˘0.65 59.66 ˘0.16 +5.27 ˘0.49

Ours 38.93 ˘0.35 0.604 ˘0.004 +3.54 ˘0.21 40.28 ˘0.41 0.598 ˘0.002 +5.80 ˘0.65 33.72 ˘0.14 +6.49 ˘0.50 40.84 ˘0.37 0.593 ˘0.004 33.38 ˘0.19 +7.52 ˘0.27 61.12 ˘0.24 +8.47 ˘0.12

Table 2: Results on NYUDv2 evaluated on three sets of tasks. We report a delta metric for each set as in Table 1 and provide partial metrics
∆SDpfSDNq and ∆SDNpfSDNEq to compare between sets and highlight the benefit of inserting additional tasks in the framework. We underline the fact
that ∆SDNpfSDNEq ą ∆SDNpfSDNq validating the benefit of edge estimation even for the other tasks.
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Figure 4: Qualitative MTL results on Cityscapes in the ‘S-D-N ’ setup. The first row shows the input image and its segmentation, depth and normal
ground-truths. Segmentation results of our models are better overall, especially in boundary areas – see “bicycle”, “rider” and “pedestrian”. Surface normals
of PAD-Net is blurrier as compared to 3-waysPAD-Net and Ours.
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mTEB ‘S-D’ ‘S-D-N ’
Scales Param. Ó Semseg Ò Depth Ó Delta Ò Param. Ó Semseg Ò Depth Ó Normals Ó Delta Ò

4 3 2 1 #M added mIoU % RMSE m ∆SD % #M added mIoU % RMSE m mErr. ° ∆SDN %

0.00 96.88 ˘0.30 3.604 ˘0.020 25.81 ˘0.33 0.00 97.38 ˘0.02 3.491 ˘0.041 14.50 ˘0.57 30.51 ˘0.98

✓ 3.09 97.32 ˘0.06 3.556 ˘0.029 26.50 ˘0.29 2.32 97.43 ˘0.04 3.559 ˘0.024 14.51 ˘0.50 30.12 ˘0.79

✓ 3.09 97.24 ˘0.03 3.476 ˘0.018 27.15 ˘0.16 2.32 97.49 ˘0.08 3.353 ˘0.025 14.45 ˘0.48 31.43 ˘0.76

✓ 0.77 97.07 ˘0.06 3.468 ˘0.016 27.11 ˘0.12 9.26 97.47 ˘0.06 3.244 ˘0.035 14.57 ˘0.51 31.89 ˘0.92

✓ 0.77 97.00 ˘0.10 3.423 ˘0.025 27.47 ˘0.16 9.26 97.53 ˘0.06 3.089 ˘0.006 14.44 ˘0.52 33.00 ˘0.73

✓ ✓ 3.86 97.09 ˘0.03 3.369 ˘0.022 27.99 ˘0.18 11.58 97.53 ˘0.02 3.080 ˘0.025 14.47 ˘0.57 33.02 ˘0.90

✓ ✓ ✓ 4.63 97.01 ˘0.02 3.377 ˘0.008 27.88 ˘0.06 13.89 97.39 ˘0.02 3.136 ˘0.046 14.81 ˘0.77 32.13 ˘1.39

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 7.72 97.05 ˘0.03 3.369 ˘0.010 27.97 ˘0.08 23.15 96.82 ˘0.23 3.307 ˘0.066 15.39 ˘0.65 30.08 ˘1.39

Table 3: Ablations on VKITTI2 changing placement of mTEB. The upper part shows our block is
more efficient when located later in the decoders (i.e. scale 1) which we attribute to more task-specific
features. Using more blocks leads to a small boost at the cost of more parameters (‘Param.’ column
represents the size of distillation block).

‘S-D-N ’
Ablation Semseg Ò Depth Ó Normals Ó Delta Ò

mIoU % RMSE m mErr. ° ∆SDN %

concat 97.43 ˘0.06 3.315 ˘0.099 14.83 ˘0.43 31.08 ˘0.61

prod 97.63 ˘0.06 3.139 ˘0.024 14.34 ˘0.49 32.90 ˘0.81

add 97.53 ˘0.06 3.089 ˘0.006 14.44 ˘0.52 33.00 ˘0.73

(a) Fusion operation

spatial 97.43 ˘0.06 3.315 ˘0.099 14.83 ˘0.43 31.08 ˘0.61

channel 97.08 ˘0.24 3.585 ˘0.047 15.03 ˘0.51 28.70 ˘0.92

both 97.33 ˘0.11 3.352 ˘0.068 14.85 ˘0.48 30.42 ˘0.51

(b) Type of attention

Table 4: Ablation on VKITTI2. We compare dif-
ferent fusion operators for Eq. (5), in 4a and differ-
ent choices of attention for xTAM, in 4b.

Methods ■ road ■ swalk ■ build. ■ wall ■ fence ■ pole ■ light ■ sign ■ veg ■ sky ■ person ■ rider ■ car ■ bus ■ mbike ■ bike mIoU %

3-ways [13] * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 71.16
3-waysPAD-Net [13] 97.21 79.38 90.50 47.68 49.68 51.17 49.41 64.65 91.40 93.85 72.41 46.92 92.66 80.17 42.43 66.39 69.74
3-waysmTEB ours 97.62 82.29 92.44 46.52 54.76 59.82 60.94 73.13 92.22 94.55 76.40 58.49 94.26 85.14 49.41 71.70 74.36

Table 5: Semantic segmentation with SDE on Cityscapes. We insert PAD-Net distillation block or mTEB: “3-waysPAD-Net” or “3-waysmTEB”, respectively,
in the architecture of [13]. * We only report mIoU because [13] does not release their model weights trained on the full set.

Architecture adjustments. We adopt a simple multi-task
Domain Adaptation (DA) solution based on output-level
DA adversarial training [30, 31, 23]. As output-level tech-
niques do not alter the base MTL architecture, it allows di-
rect understanding whether our MTL design is favorable or
not for adaptation. For each task, a small discriminator net-
work is jointly trained with the main MTL model, which act
as two sides in an adversarial game. While discriminators
try to tell from which domain the input data comes from, the
MTL model tries to fool all discriminators by making out-
puts of source and target domain indistinguishable, which
eventually helps align source/target. The complete network
and training are detailed in the supplementary materials.

Baselines adjustments. We use the same baselines as
in Section 4.2 and introduce patch discriminators to align
the processed output prediction maps. We use the STL-
UDA models - consisting of a single task decoder and one
output type - as baseline for measuring the delta metric. We
train all methods on source and target data in mix batches
containing two instances from either domains.

Results. In Table 6, results show that the use of our multi-
task exchange significantly improves performance in all
scenarios and metrics. Along with MTL results, we report
STL source, trained only on source, and STL oracle, trained
on labeled target. In SynthiaÞÑCityscapes our method very
significantly outperforms the naive MTL-UDA baseline by
`38.1∆SD, and by `8.34∆SD in VKITTI2 ÞÑCityscapes,
also coinciding with the best individual task metrics. An in-
teresting note is that STL-UDA is preferable over straight-
forward multi-task learning in UDA (MTL-UDA), which
we attribute to the competing objectives in MTL-UDA.

Synthia ÞÑCityscapes (16 classes) VKITTI2 ÞÑCityscapes (8 classes)

Methods Semseg Ò Depth Ó Delta Ò Semseg Ò Depth Ó Delta Ò

mIoU % RMSE m ∆SD % mIoU % RMSE m ∆SD %

STL target 67.93 ˘0.06 06.62 ˘0.02 - 77.10 ˘0.10 06.62 ˘0.02 -
STL source 35.63 ˘0.67 13.79 ˘0.28 - 58.77 ˘0.06 11.99 ˘0.34 -
MTL target 70.43 ˘0.12 06.79 ˘0.52 - 79.63 ˘0.07 06.72 ˘0.02 -
STL-UDA 37.55 ˘0.92 14.26 ˘0.14

ë
61.60 ˘0.35 11.45 ˘0.32

ë

MTL source 15.32 ˘1.02 14.51 ˘0.42 -30.49 ˘2.58 49.50 ˘1.64 12.26 ˘0.69 -13.37 ˘2.67

MTL-UDA 16.71 ˘1.22 14.47 ˘0.86 -28.49 ˘2.41 57.26 ˘0.71 11.85 ˘0.32 -05.31 ˘0.82

Ours 37.93 ˘0.79 11.66 ˘0.55 09.61 ˘0.87 63.76 ˘0.91 11.15 ˘0.08 03.03 ˘0.92

Table 6: MTL-UDA. We consider the ‘S-D’ task set and report ∆SD met-
ric w.r.t. single-task learning unsupervised domain adaptation (STL-UDA).
Overall, naive multi-task adaptation strategy (MTL-UDA) is lowering per-
formance w.r.t. STL-UDA, while our method outperforms all others

5. Conclusions

We address semantic and geometry scene understanding
with a multi-task learning framework on the four tasks: se-
mantic segmentation, dense depth regression, surface nor-
mal estimation, and edge estimation. We propose a novel
distillation module, multi-Task Exchange Block, built upon
xTAM, a bidirectional cross-task attention mechanism that
combines two types of cross-task attention to refine and en-
hance all task-specific features. Extensive experiments in
various datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed framework over competitive MTL baselines. We ex-
tend our work to two scenarios: (i) to improve semantic seg-
mentation on a recent self-supervised framework [13] and
(ii) to improve the performance of MTL-UDA.
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